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Following is the text of a speech to be made

by the Rt. Hon. Herbert Morrison, M.P., Home

Secretary and Ministery of Home Security, at a

meeting at Burnley tonight (Sunday) at 7.30 p*m.

I have been in Lancashire for three days, have met many people and spoken on

various problems of home and Lancashire affairs - about social security and full

employment, about the cotton industry and the trade.

Tonight, I want to consider some wider aspects of the war in which we are engaged

and which must until it is -won be our main preoccupation.

Day by day before our eyes the war is shaping up towards it climax, whatever

trials and losses may be before us, and the trials may be grievous and the losses

heavy, we know now that the die is cast and - if we keep firm and vigorous - victory is

sure.

Looking back we can see a strange, almost an awe-inspiring pattern in the course

of the conflict.

The German military machine of 1940 was by far the greatest aggregation of

efficient armed might that the world has ever seen. Keyed up, trained up, equipped

to the lent button, full of complete self-confidence, it was animated by the single

purpose of world domination and by a certain conviction of its power to achieve it.

It overran Europe, now here, now there; first west, then south east, then east,

in a succession of irresistible thrusts.

Yet we know now that this seeming exhibition of overwhelming fighting power and

unbroken success was in fact but the first stage in a process of failure and

disintegration.

As it overran Europe the Nazi night overreached itself. The inevitable inner

compulsion which drove it forward was driving it to its own destruction. It went

too far, it attempted too much. It could not help going too far and attempting too

much.

First in this island then later in Russia men said aloud that word of conquering

defiance - spoken so finely for us by Winston Churchill and for the Russians by Joseph

Stalin - that sounded the knell of triumphant tyranny.
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Haw hollo’,/ today sound all those fearful boastings end shattering forecasts of

world victory which we heard in 1940 and 1941* we see the day of the fall of Nazidom

approaching nearer and nearer, let us remember what it means not only to us who have

had to endure and struggle against it without ever being under its heel, but to the

enslaved peoples of Europe# Their lives have for three or four years past been lived

in a. black night of misery and oppression, unrelieved by anything except the courage

of their own citizens and the hope of the day which they and we now see approaching.

The spokesman of an occupied country, Prance, has very recently reminded us how

almost impossible it is for a country which has boon spared the horrors of Nazi rule,

kindly and well-disposed though it nay be, to understand the mind of a. country under the

yoke. That we can accept, yet we know enough to be able to rejoice with our subjugated

allies at the hone that, in the not distant future, the children can be fed, and free

to play again, the women can watch them and think of them -without dread of the future,

the men can begin to live their lives in peace and freedom. Even so we must not

forget that vast and difficult problems of reconstruction will face liberated Europe

for a long time.

What we know of the- horrors and. sufferings of the occupied Continent must make

us rejoice in the knowledge that new at last the end of the worst, the chance of

better things is in sight. Let us remember this aspect of the present phase of the

struggle, let us think of it and of Europe, with some sober pride in cur own part in

the achievement, but with human sympathy and gratitude*for deliverance as we can boo it

progressively taking place - new in the cast and south, soon in the west and north#

This will help us to brace ourselves for the final effort of will and endurance

that the war will still demand of us. In terms of sheer obvious human value 4 human

suffering to -be ended, human life and freedom to be preserve - never surely was there

such a cause as this.

But we gout, nerve ourselves also by refreshing our remembrance of what the war is '

being fought for - a thing we knew well but have begun perhaps to take, for granted, to

allow to sink into the background of our minds as the struggle has unfolded its long

course week after week and month after month#

The German challenge was never merely a challenge of a power~drunk clique and a

Herrenvolk bent upon world domination - though it was that#

It was also the challenge of a slave society which "boasted its slavery, dignified

its "barbaric creed with the title of New Order (we haven’t heard so much of the New

Order lately, "by the way, have wed) and sought to foist not only its power but its

philosphy of rigid, over-organised, over-efficient regimentation on all peoples.
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And the menace was not only* a German one. The creed of slavery and reaction

was no mere national manifestation. All over the world it found its adherents and-

sympathisers, more in some countries than in others - happily not many among us, th ugh

even one was too many* ibid Hitler and Mussolini had their Yes-men here.

These were men misguided enough to believe, in the virtues and values of the slave

state and to wish to sec it established in our own borders.

Keep in mind the recollection of this issue; the idea of slave organisation will

not necessarily be quite dead in the world even when the Nazis and the Fascists ore

only a nightmare memory.

Let us remember today what we had to oppose to this arrogant barbarism.

he had an idea too, a far older idea with for deeper roots, though we were less

good at trumpeting it abroad. It was the idea of the free human spirit - the free

society.

.This idea has been struggling into existence gradually in the course of mankind*s

story upon the earth; it has reached its best expression so far - a. very imperfect

best it may be, but still the best so for - in our modern democratic societies, the

distinguishing mark of which is their knowledge that the spirit of man is the most

precious thing in society, the thing for which society exists.

And how has this creed borne its test in the fire of battle?

I do not know whether we can yet claim to have surpassed the German best in sheer

military organisation, efficiency, thought and skill. Certainly we have gone a long

way. But I am quite sure that we have surpassed them in the firm steadfastness of the

national will and. in the genuine happy unity which, despite surface differences from

time to time, has freely animated,- jour nation at war. I am satisfied too that for

all their boastings we in this island have surpassed them in the power of organisation,

if the test of organisation is the completeness and effectiveness with which it

can harness the liberated energies of a civilian people and the results it can enable

those energies to produce.

I believe that when historians look back on the tale of British achievement

in this war they mil rank alongside the tremendous spirit achievement of 1940, the

equality, the steadiness and the completeness of the effort with which it was

followed up. I believe that if we do not fall short of it in later years it will

certainly strike -he eye of future generations and centuries as the vindication of

democracy in its first and perhaps greatest test..
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There is one aspect of this comparison between the free achievement of

Britain and the slave achievement of Germany which strikes me with especial force*

I am thinking of .the achievement of the Civil Defence Services whose task it has

been to protect civilian populations from the ravages of air attack in the first

total war of modern history.

The differences are ;o typical of the fundamental differences between the two

societies. German Civil Defence Was, like everything else under the Nazis, built

on the leadership principle, all authority at the top, everything below a matter of

orders and regimentation*

The British system was built upon the principle of freedom, the voluntary

principle, the w .nth of the individual, the virtue of the man on the spot. It was

underpinned by the resources and capacities of local government.

The one ‘was and is an organisation of dragooned officials, the other an

organisation of free citizens - not less so in the later period when service by

citizens has been compulsory.

I know which organisation I would rather be connected with, and I know which

organisation I think has done the better job* Ours.

In civilian defence the preservation of human values is of paramount importance

even from the point of view of sheer efficiency* The free, neighbourly human spirit

which has always animated our services, combined with the achievement of local

authority organisation at its best, has been a model from which any society anywhere

has something to learn, as have we ourselves perhaps in other spheres of our

national life.

Let us not lose that spirit, and let us recall-all this as we stand today at the

beginning of the last road to victory* Let us remember the meaning of the struggle

and the triumph, and let us carry forward into the peace all that we can of the

courage, will and fine public purpose which will have achieved it*
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